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TO: Sai Sarepalli, PE (CCRPC) 
 
FROM: Corey Mack, PE 

Roxanne Meuse, EIT 
 
DATE: October 26, 2016 
 
SUBJECT: Allen Martin Drive and VT'15 Intersection Scoping Study | Alternatives Analysis 

The Town of Essex and Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC) have 

contracted with RSG to conduct an intersection scoping study of VT Route 15 and Allen Martin 

Drive. This memorandum is part of Deliverable 5E of the scope of work submitted on March 21, 

2016. This technical memorandum identifies and describes potential short, medium, and long term 

alternatives that address the previously identified issues in the study area. The next draft of this 

memorandum will include more detailed concept drawings and modeled traffic impacts. 

The primary and secondary study areas of this scoping study are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Future Thompson 

Drive Extension 

Secondary Study Area in 

Pink (Saxon Hill 

Industrial Park) 
Primary Study Area: 250$feet 

from VT$15 and Allen Martin 

Drive intersection 

  FIGURE 1: STUDY AREA AND CONTEXT 
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A number of issues at the study intersection were brought to light by a crash history review, traffic 

modeling, and public feedback at the Local Concerns meeting held on June 8, 2016. The following is 

a comprehensive list of actionable issues: 

• Rear'end crashes on VT'15 

• Congestion on Allen Martin Drive 

• Congestion on VT'15 

• Speeding vehicles along VT'15 

• Engine braking noise from vehicles slowing on the approach to the Essex 35 mph speed 

zone / Allen Martin Drive 

• Uncomfortable environment for pedestrians 

These issues were the basis of the initial alternatives development; every issue may be partially 

addressed with at least one of the proposed alternatives. Figure 2 lists each alternative and the issues 

that it may help alleviate, and the following pages provide details of each alternative. 

FIGURE 2: ALTERNATIVES AND ISSUES ADDRESSED 
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Short Term

S1 Restrict Engine Braking X X

S2 Extend 35 mph speed zone X X

S3 Striped shoulder on VT-15 adjacent to turn lane island X

S4 Intersection warning sign on approach to Allen Martin Drive on VT-15 X

Medium Term

M1 Extend green space into VT-15 near turn lane island (permanent S3) X

M2 Add a WB left turn lane X X

M3 Extend sidewalk along VT-15 from Sandhill Rd X X

M4 Add / extend separate NB right- and left-turn lanes X

M5 Widen eastbound right turn curve radius X

Long Term

L1 Construct Allen Martin Parkway exit from VT-289 X

L2 Construct Thompson Drive extension to VT-117 X

L3 Intersection Control Modification: Signal X X X

L4 Intersection Control Modification: Roundabout X X X

L5 Construct connection to Saxon Hill Road X
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S1 – RESTRICT ENGINE BRAKING Est. Cost: $500 

Issues Addressed: Engine braking noise from vehicles entering speed zone 

Discussion: Residents living on VT'15 near Allen Martin Drive have pointed 

out the loud engine braking noise from trucks slowing down at the Study 

intersection. Signs informing drivers not to use engine brakes has been 

considered as a possible solution to this perceived issue. 

Engine braking may be restricted in the area by Town Ordinance, but 

understanding and enforcement of the law would be difficult to enact. Signs 

such as “NO ENGINE BRAKING” are not MUTCD approved and would not be allowed in the 

VT'15 state highway Right'of'Way. Furthermore, an engine brake is a safety feature of large 

vehicles, enabling faster, steadier and more efficient slowing; restricting the use of this safety 

feature may result in future legal challenge in enforcement or a crash scenario. Lastly, federal 

regulations currently limit the noise emitted from a truck to 80 decibels, and noise monitoring may 

be warranted to determine if truck operations exceeds this level. If so, enforcement of the existing 

noise regulations would be more appropriate than new regulations.  

The Vermont League of Cities and Towns prepared a discussion on engine braking in the April 

2000 VLCT News: http://www.vlct.org/assets/Resource/ATL/2000/atl_00_04a.pdf 

Recommendation: Engine braking regulations are not recommended. 
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S2 – EXTEND 35 MPH SPEED ZONE 

Est. Cost: $2,000 (speed study) 

$2,000 (sign modifications) 

$5,000 – $10,000 (gateway) 

Issues Addressed: Speeding vehicles along VT'15 

Discussion: The VT'15 / 

Allen Martin Drive intersection 

is located in a 40 mph speed 

zone, which reduces to 35 mph 

at Sand Hill Road, 

approximately 1 mile to the 

west. The 40 mph zone makes 

crossing the street on foot 

difficult, which is often a daily 

task for residents on the north 

side of VT'15 crossing the 

street to access their mailboxes 

on the south side of the street. 

Given the character of the road 

and increased residential 

development, a speed study 

may warrant extending the 35 mph speed limit from Sand Hill Road to Whitcomb Meadows Lane, 

with a 40 mph transition zone prior to the 50 mph zone. 

An Essex Center gateway treatment may reinforce the speed zone and encourage greater respect of 

the neighborhood by through traveling motorists, which may result in reduced engine braking 

noise. 

Recommendation: Town to pursue a speed study to determine the appropriate speed limit; 

investigate options for integrating an Essex Center Town Gateway at in advance of Allen Martin 

Drive and Whitcomb Meadows. 
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S3 – STRIPED SHOULDER ON VT!15 ADJACENT 

TO TURN LANE ISLAND Est. Cost: $1,500 

Issues Addressed: Congestion on Allen Martin Drive 

Discussion: The northbound (NB) Allen Martin Drive approach stop bar and left' / right'turn 

splitter island is set back a considerable distance from the through lane edge of travel way. Striping 

the area between the edge of travel way (as done in the past) may allow the stop bar to be moved 

closer to the through lane, allowing greater sight distance to left'turning vehicles. 

In addition to increased ease of use of the intersection, moving the stop bar up would allow more 

NB vehicles to queue before combining with the right'turning vehicles, which would reduce the 

delay of right'turning vehicles waiting behind vehicles waiting for a sufficient gap in traffic to turn 

left. 

As left turning vehicles move closer to the roadway, right turning vehicles may lose sight distance 

and be forced to creep further into the intersection to see eastbound vehicles.  

   

Striping in 2011 (Google Street View)    Striping in 2016 

Recommendation: VTrans District to add striping in front of splitter island, move stop bar to end 

of island. 
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S4 – INTERSECTION WARNING SIGN Est. Cost: $15,000 

Issues Addressed: Rear'end crashes on VT'15 

Discussion: As shown in earlier phases of the project, a westbound left turn lane is warranted at 

this intersection. The warrant is a result of the likelihood of a westbound vehicle encountering a 

stopped vehicle waiting to turn left, which increases congestion and the possibility of rear'end 

crashes. Until the left turn lane is constructed (Alternative M2), an enhanced warning sign may be 

applicable to reduce rear'end crashes. A queue detector camera aimed at the intersection could 

activate a beacon, accentuating the existing intersection warning sign, or on a new sign indicating 

“BE PREPARED TO STOP WHEN FLASHING”.  

 

This alternative would be unnecessary when a left turn lane is constructed. 

Recommendation: Add new “BE PREPARED TO STOP” with “WHEN FLASHING” 

assembly with queue detector panel, flashing LED assembly, and solar panel; relocate Allen Martin 

Drive intersection advanced warning sign as needed. 
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M1 – EXTEND SPLITTER ISLAND Est. Cost: $17,500 

Issues Addressed: Congestion on Allen Martin Drive 

Discussion: This alternative would be a more permanent installation of Alternative S3, with curbs 

and landscaping defining the islands rather than striping. It would further clarify where northbound 

drivers are expected to stop and creates a slightly longer storage space on Allen Martin Drive. More 

green space, with the potential for landscaping that would not obstruct views, is a secondary benefit.  

The island shall be designed to allow an 11'foot travel lane and 5'foot shoulder. Through bicycle lane 

markings may be pursued in the future as part of a larger bicycle lane marking strategy along VT'15. 

Truck tracking models indicate that eastbound trucks turning right onto southbound Allen Martin 

Drive may conflict with a vehicle queued at the northbound stop bar. It is recommended that an 

expansion of the turning radius and an eastbound through bicycle lane (Alternative M5) is pursued 

with this alternative. 

Modifications to the intersection control, such as installation of a signal or roundabout, would likely 

include the removal of the curbed island.  

 

Recommendation: The splitter island enhancements are recommended as a medium term 

improvement, in conjunction with the construction of a westbound left turn lane (M2) and the 

eastbound right'turn radius expansion alternatives (M5). 
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M2 – CONSTRUCT WESTBOUND TURN LANE  Est. Cost: $390,000 

Issues Addressed: Rear'end crashes on VT'15; congestion on VT'15 

Discussion: Constructing a westbound left turn lane would separate turning traffic from through 

traffic to help reduce rear end crashes and alleviate congestion on VT'15. Because through vehicles 

would not need to stop or slow behind a vehicle waiting to turn left as frequently, it may also reduce 

engine braking for through vehicles. 

Due to the proximity of utility poles on the south (eastbound) side of VT'15, widening would likely 

be least impactful to the north side of the highway. VTrans has noted the highway Right'of'Way 

(ROW) is 3'rods (49.5 feet) centered on the existing highway; widening all to the north will likely 

result in impacts outside of the existing ROW to six properties. In addition, the construction of the 

turn lane would use most available right'of way for the highway, leaving little room for future 

sidewalk construction.   

The widened roadway for the turn lane would likely be needed for future installation of a signal. Most 

of the turn lane features would likely be used in the signal alternative (L3). 

If proceeding with the construction of the left turn lane, it is recommended to acquire the Rights'of'

Way for any identified future sidewalk and signal equipment. 

 

Recommendation: Construct a westbound left turn lane on VT'15 in conjunction with other 

recommended alternatives, and acquire the ROW for future signal and/or sidewalk installation in the 

future. 
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M3 – EXTEND SIDEWALK ALONG VT!15 FROM 

SANDHILL ROAD TO ALLEN MARTIN DRIVE   

Est. Cost: $400,000 –  

$1.1 million (sidewalk); 

$620,000 –  

$1.7 million (shared use path) 

Issues Addressed: Speeding vehicles on VT'15; uncomfortable environment for pedestrians 

Discussion: There is currently a sidewalk on the east side of Allen Martin Drive, but the nearest 

sidewalk on VT'15 is half a mile to the west at Perry Drive. Extending this sidewalk to Allen Martin 

Drive and beyond to Whitcomb Meadows would create a safer route for pedestrians, enhance the 

streetscape and neighborhood character, and possibly reduce vehicle speeds. Because the existing 

sidewalk network east of Allen Martin Drive reaches the Town Center, residents along the sidewalk 

extension would have more transportation choices to reach their desired destinations. 

In the 2014 Essex Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, a sidewalk on VT'15 was identified as a priority; west of 

Allen Martin Drive was classified as high priority, and east of Allen Martin Drive to Whitcomb 

Meadows was classified as low priority. The CCRPC ECOS Map shows a shared use path along VT'15 

between the Town Center and Jericho. However, through a discussion with the Town of Essex in 

October 2016, it is understood that a sidewalk between Allen Martin Drive and Whitcomb Meadows is 

not a practical pursuit for the Town; a sidewalk is only practical west of Allen Martin Drive, which the 

Town recommends installing on the south side of VT'15. 

 

Construction of a sidewalk will likely require taking right'of'way, removing/relocating trees and 

landscaping features, and altering driveways. Consideration should be given for future roadway 

characteristics, including the potential turn lane, signal, and roundabout infrastructure. 

Recommendation: Conduct a scoping study for a sidewalk or shared use path along VT'15 between 

Perry Drive and Allen Martin Drive. 
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M4 – ADD / EXTEND SEPARATE LEFT! AND 

RIGHT!TURN LANES ON ALLEN MARTIN 

DRIVE APPROACH   Est. Cost: $165,000 

Issues Addressed: Congestion and queuing on Allen Martin Drive 

Discussion: One of the causes of congestion on Allen Martin Drive is due to northbound vehicles 

waiting for a sufficient gap in VT'15 through traffic to turn left. Right turning vehicles that can turn 

more easily onto VT'15 cannot reach the intersection due to queued left'turning vehicles. With 

separate right and left turn lanes (beyond the existing separation due to the splitter island), vehicles 

waiting for a gap in VT'15 through traffic to turn left will not delay right'turning vehicles. The 

separated turn lanes would be effective in both the existing, unsignalized operation of the intersection 

plus the possible long term signalized intersection operation; separated lanes would not be needed in 

the possible future roundabout intersection control scenario. 

Constructing separate left' and right' turn lanes on Allen Martin Drive would require widening of the 

road, which would likely affect the sidewalk on the east side of Allen Martin Drive. However, the 

existing sidewalk is uncurbed and four'feet wide; the rebuilt sidewalk could be built to the 

recommended five'foot width. 

 

Recommendation: Determine how long to extend the separate lanes and widen the road to 

accommodate the new lanes. Remove the existing sidewalk along at least the segment of the road 

where necessary for construction, and rebuild it with a width of five feet and a curb. 
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M5 – WIDEN EASTBOUND RIGHT TURN RADIUS Est. Cost: $17,350 

Issues Addressed: Congestion on VT'15 

Discussion: With the existing intersection geometry, trucks turning right from VT'15 onto Allen 

Martin Drive must partially occupy the eastbound through lane and may slightly enter the 

northbound left turn lane to avoid off'tracking outside the pavement. This turning movement may 

explain the location of the northbound Allen Martin Drive stop bar; if the stop bar is closer to the 

eastbound through lane, vehicles waiting at the stop bar may obstruct eastbound trucks from 

turning right onto Allen Martin Drive. 

If the radius of the eastbound 

right turn is widened, 

eastbound through and 

eastbound right'turning traffic 

will not obstruct each other, 

and the northbound stop bar 

will be able to be placed closer 

to the through lane improving 

sight distance as described in 

Alternatives S3 and M1. 

The road widening would not 

affect either of the utility poles 

on the southwest corner of 

the intersection. The wider 

radius may encourage higher 

speed turns by other vehicles; 

consideration should be given 

to grooving the asphalt radius 

or placing a mountable curb 

to discourage use of the wide 

radius by traditional vehicles. 

The right turn lane described 

does not include widening of the roadway to allow an eastbound through bicycle lane between the 

eastbound vehicle through and right turn lanes. This additional widening would likely result in 

utility pole impacts. 

Recommendation: Widen the southwest corner radius to allow eastbound right'turning trucks to 

avoid tracking into using the eastbound through lane and the northbound left turn lane. 

Truck (WB-67) 

Turning Radius 

New Pavement 
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L1 – CONSTRUCT ALLEN MARTIN PARKWAY 

CONNECTION TO VT!289 Est. Cost: $2–3 million 

Issues Addressed: Congestion on Allen Martin Drive 

Discussion: Constructing a connection between VT'289 and Allen Martin Parkway would create a 

new route for vehicles in the SHIP to travel to and from Burlington and other western destinations, 

as an alternative to traveling on VT'15 via Allen Martin Drive. This would decrease northbound 

lefts and eastbound rights but may increase westbound lefts and northbound rights, as vehicles 

unrelated to the SHIP may travel through the SHIP access VT'289 via Allen Martin Parkway. 

This connection is unlikely to be constructed due to lack of developer interest, lack of support from 

residents living on and near Allen Martin Parkway, and past state and local decisions not to 

construct this connection without further expansion of the Circumferential Highway (“Circ”). As 

the Circ has been terminated, these prerequisites to constructing the Allen Martin Parkway 

connection will not occur. 

 

Recommendation: Construction of the Allen Martin Parkway interchange to VT'289 has 

significant regional transportation impacts beyond the scope of this report. In addition, further 

expansion of VT'289 is not planned by local, regional, or state transportation officials. This 

alternative is not recommended for further analysis. 
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L2 – CONSTRUCT THOMPSON DRIVE EXTENSION 

TO VT!117 Est. Cost: $3'4 million 

Issues Addressed: Congestion on Allen Martin Drive 

Discussion: Constructing an extension of Thompson Drive to VT'117 is unlikely to mitigate traffic 

at the intersection of Allen Martin Drive and VT'15. The segment would draw vehicles destined to or 

originating from the south which currently travel along Sandhill Road, not through the Study 

intersection. 

 

Recommendation: Construction of the Thompson Drive connection to VT'117 is unlikely to 

improve traffic operations at the Study intersection and it is not recommended for further analysis. 
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L3 – INTERSECTION CONTROL MODIFICATION: 

CONSTRUCT SIGNAL 

Est. Cost: $1–2 million 

(standalone) 

Issues Addressed: Congestion on Allen Martin Drive; uncomfortable environment for pedestrians 

Discussion: Although a signal is not currently warranted at the intersection, modeling results indicate 

greater intersection control will be warranted once currently permitted parcels have been developed 

and occupied. With the installation of the signal, it would be recommended to upgrade all approaches, 

including: 

� Adding a through eastbound bicycle lane between eastbound thought and right turn lanes; 

� Widening the eastbound right asphalt radius for large truck tracking paths; 

� Removing the northbound splitter island; and 

� Adding a northbound left turn bicycle lane 

The mid'term improvements are recommended to be designed and installed with consideration 

towards the final intersection signal controls. The westbound left turn lane may be installed as an 

interim step, and it is recommended that the storage of the turn lane is designed to accommodate the 

signal storage requirements. 

 

Operational analysis of the traffic signal and roundabout is included in a following section. 

Recommendation: A traffic signal is a viable traffic control device at this location. 
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L4 – INTERSECTION CONTROL MODIFICATION: 

CONSTRUCT ROUNDABOUT Est. Cost: $1.5–2.5 million 

Issues Addressed: Rear'end crashes on VT'15; congestion on Allen Martin Drive; uncomfortable 

environment for pedestrians 

Discussion: To improve traffic flow with the existing conditions and especially once development of 

the SHIP causes the intersection to fail, a roundabout should be considered as a potential alternative 

to a signal. Benefits of a roundabout over a signal include reduced severity of crashes, reduced delay 

due to the continuous flow, and lower maintenance costs. The center circle can also include 

landscaping. Roundabouts are generally more expensive to construct than signals and a roundabout at 

this location would require right'of'way, new pavement, new striping and signage, and likely one or 

two relocated utility poles. 

With one primary landowner on the south side of the intersection, coupled with the undeveloped 

buffer, shifting a 120'foot outside diameter roundabout to the south will concentrate most of the 

Right'of'Way impacts on one property owner. The drive entrances to the residential properties on the 

north side of the roundabout will likely need to be realigned and possibly combined.  

In this particular location, the many of the interim, mid'term alternatives would not be necessary if 

the roundabout were pursued. Turn lanes for the westbound and northbound approach are not 

needed in the ultimate configuration, but additional consideration for bicycle and pedestrian access 

would need to be considered. 

 

Operational analysis of the traffic signal and roundabout is included in a following section 

Recommendation: A roundabout is not a viable traffic control device at this location and should not 

be pursued. 
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L5 – CONSTRUCT CONNECTION TO SAXON HILL 

ROAD Est. Cost: $4–5 million 

Issues Addressed: Congestion on Allen Martin Drive  

Discussion: Creating a connection between Thompson Drive and VT'15 via Saxon Hill Road 

would likely alleviate traffic at the Study intersection by creating a grid street network and providing 

more alternatives for vehicles. Travelers could use the Saxon Hill Road intersection to access the 

SHIP and Sandhill Road to the south, avoiding the VT'15 / Allen Martin Road intersection 

altogether. Some vehicles in the SHIP would experience a more direct route to VT'15 via Allen 

Martin Drive, but the route would likely be slower and more circuitous for most vehicles, and the 

demand is expected to be low. 

Saxon Hill Road currently exists as a gravel road, so if it were to be made an official connection 

between the SHIP and VT'15, it would require minimal clearing of vegetation but significant road 

reconstruction. In addition, the Saxon Hill Bicycle Trail Network is accessed from Saxon Hill Road, 

and a significant amount of pedestrian and bicycle traffic can be expected. Currently, the low'

volume, dead end road shares space with vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists; converting the road to 

a through street may necessitate construction of separate bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. 

The Town has noted that a parking lot for the Saxon Hill Bike Trail Network is planned on 

Thompson Drive, with dedicated bicycle and pedestrian access to the trail network.  

 

Recommendation: Connection Thompson Drive to VT'15 via Saxon Hill Road is unlikely to 

improve traffic operations at the Study intersection and create additional vehicle / pedestrian 

conflicts; it is not recommended for further analysis. 
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OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS 

The intersection of Allen Martin Drive and VT'15 was modeled in Synchro with a signal (Alternative 

L3) and a roundabout (Alternative L4). These intersection types were applied only to 2036 scenarios 

(Permitted and Projected), as they are long'term alternatives that are not currently warranted. The 

VTrans minimum required LOS for these types of intersections is a C. 

Signal (Alternative L3) 

A signal was modeled with a westbound left turn lane and extended northbound left and right turn 

lanes. Traffic conditions in all scenarios meet the VTrans minimum required LOS of C, as shown in 

Table 1.  

TABLE 1: LOS FOR SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION, 2036 

Movement 

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 

Permitted (No Build) Projected (Build) Permitted (No Build) Projected (Build) 

LOS Delay LOS Delay LOS Delay LOS Delay 

NB Left A 9.5 B 10.9 A 9.4 A 8.9 

NB Right B 10.8 B 12.7 B 12.8 C 24.5 

WB Left A 5.9 B 18 B 12 C 21.3 

Overall A 5.1 B 10.0 A 9.3 B 16.6 

Roundabout (Alternative L4) 

The viability of a roundabout at the Study intersection was reviewed using a rule'of'thumb 

calculation and by running a traffic model of the intersection.  

The rule'of'thumb calculation for determining whether a single lane roundabout is appropriate is: 

The sum of the entering traffic and the conflicting traffic in a roundabout should be less than 

1,100 vehicles. This rule of thumb was applied to the Study intersection for AM and PM Permitted 

and Projected scenarios, show in Table 2.  

TABLE 2: ROUNDABOUT RULE OF THUMB 

  2036 AM Peak Hour 2036 PM Peak Hour 

  

Permitted 

(No Build) 

Projected 

(Build) 

Permitted 

(No Build) 

Projected 

(Build) 

EB Approach 320 406 683 714 

Conflicting: WB Left 367 627 95 158 

Total 687 1034 777 873 

WB Approach 837 1097 377 441 

Conflicting: NB Left 42 77 154 246 

Total 878 1174 532 687 

NB Approach 145 217 490 797 

Conflicting: EB Thru 189 189 623 623 

Total 335 407 1113 1420 
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The PM peak hour scenarios and AM peak hour Projected scenario are above the rule of thumb 

volume limits.  

The LOS results of a traffic model of the roundabout are in line with the rule'of'thumb calculation, 

as shown in Table 3.  

TABLE 3: LOS FOR ROUNDABOUT, 2036 

Movement 

2036 AM Peak Hour 2036 PM Peak Hour 

Permitted (No Build) Projected (Build) Permitted (No Build) Projected (Build) 

LOS Delay LOS Delay LOS Delay LOS Delay 

EB B 11.0 D 25.5 B 13.8 C 17.9 

WB C 18.7 F 69.3 A 8.1 B 10.8 

NB A 5.7 A 6.6 D 30.9 F >100 

Overall C 15.3 F 51.0 C 17.8 F 81.5 

 

With a roundabout, the Study intersection fails in AM and PM peak hour projected (build) scenarios, 

and the northbound approach fails in the PM peak hour permitted (no'build) scenario. 

EVALUATION MATRIX 

An evaluation matrix has been prepared for each alternative and is presented on the following page. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Short Term ($1,500):  

1. Stripe the island extension closer to the shoulder boundary. (S3) 

Mid Term ($640,000): 

1. Extend the curbed / landscaped island (M1) 

2. Construct the westbound VT'15 left turn lane (M2) 

3. Extend the northbound Allen Martin Drive left and right turn lanes (M4) 

4. Widen the eastbound VT'15 right turn lane shoulder radius (M5) 

Long Term ($860,000): 

1. Install a traffic signal for full intersection control (L3)  

 

The speed study (S2) and sidewalk extension (M3) would have a positive impact on the corridor, but 

only a minor effect on the goals of this project at the intersection of VT'15 and Allen Martin Drive. 

It is recommended that these alternatives are pursued as a corridor enhancement. 



Evaluation Criteria Date:10/26/16

S1 S2 S3 S4 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

Restrict Engine 

Breaking (signs)

Extend 35 mph 

zone (signs)

Striped shoulder 

adjacent to turn 

lane island

Intersection 

warning signs

Extend green 

space
WB Turn Lane Extend Sidewalk

Extend NB right 

and left turn 

lanes

Widen EB right 

turn curve radius

Allen Martin 

Parkway 

Extension

Thompson Drive 

Extension
Signal Roundabout

Connection to 

Saxon Hill Road

Cost and Right-of-Way

Conceptual Cost Estimate $500 $2000 - $10,000 $1,500 $15,000 $17,500 $390,000 $400,000 $165,000 $17,350 $2-3 million $3-4 million $1.5 million $1.7 million $4-5 million

ROW Impacts - No. Parcels 0 0 0 0 0 6 +++ 1 1 0 0 8 3 0

Improvement Characteristics

Infrastructure Signs Signs, Gateway Striping Signs Landscaping
Road widening,

Striping
Sidewalk

Road widening,

Striping

Road widening,

Striping
Road extension Road extension Signal Roundabout Road extension

Quantity 2 2 n/a 2 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 1 1 n/a

Length of New Roadway n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 2000 ft 1.25 miles n/a n/a 0.75 miles

New Pavement at Study Intersection (SF) n/a n/a n/a n/a -400 25,700 26,400 4,700 2,800 n/a n/a 33,200 3,000 n/a

Natural Resource Impacts

Agricultural Lands No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

Archaeological No No No No Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible Possible

Deer Wintering Areas No No No No No No No No No Yes No No No No

Historic Structures/Sites No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

Floodplain No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

Fish and Wildlife No No No No No No No No No Possible Possible No No Possible

Rare, Threatened & Endangered Species No No No No No No No No No Possible Possible No No Possible

Public Lands No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

Noise No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

Wetlands No No No No No No No No No Yes No No No No

Other Impacts

Hazardous Waste Sites 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Utility Poles (No. Relocations) 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 yes 0

Disruption of Traffic during Construction 0 0 0 0 low medium low medium low low low medium high low

Partially Addresses Identified Issues

Rear-end crashes on VT-15 No No No Yes No Yes No No No No No Yes Yes No

Congestion on Allen Martin Drive No No Yes No Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Congestion on VT Route 15 No No No No No Yes No No Yes No No Yes No No

Speeding vehicles along VT-15 Yes No No No No No Yes No No No No No No No

Engine braking noise from vehicles entering speed zone Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No No No No

Uncomfortable environment for pedestrians Yes Yes No No No No Yes No No No No Yes Yes No

Local and Regional Issues

Community Character Impacts Improvement No No No Improvement No Improvement No No No No No Improvement No

Economic Impacts No No No No No No Improvement No No Improvement Improvement No No Improvement

Conformance to Town Master Plan Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Conformance to Regional Transportation Plan Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Permits

Act 250 (Vermont) No No No No No No No No No Yes Possible No No Possible

401 Water Quality (Vermont) No No No No No No No No No Yes Yes No No Yes

Stream Alteration (Vermont) No No No No No No No No No Yes No No No No

Conditional Use Determination (Vermont) No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

Storm Water Discharge (EPA) No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

Shoreland Encroachment (Vermont) No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

Endangered and Threatened Species Taking (Vermont) No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

VTrans ROW Permit Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

State Historic Preservation Office Clearance No No No No No No No No No No No No No No

NEPA Category Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC) Class II (EC)

Alternative


